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i updated my feed, if i have the chance to post
something. i just got over the wall and started
creating my blog feed from scratch, so now i
want to use something which can easily store
the data. i was thinking about using a nosql
database but i am not that familiar with those. a:
you can use redis for this; write to it the urls of
the posts you want, and then you have a list of
which of those posts have been added. you can
also use a list if you don't want to create new
memory every time you add a new post. but a
list is just an ordered sequence of things, so
after you've added n items, you can run a
command like zrevrange to see where the last n
items are (that's where the zrevrange command
comes from: an in-memory set is sorted, so
finding the last n elements is similar to finding
the last n elements in a list). . their toys aren’t
for kids.” so much for that. with obama’s
mandate, we will soon be “competing” with
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china on scientific research into cancer, aids,
and alzheimer’s. in other words, we won’t be
competing with them, because our public will be
so starved for medical care they’ll be willing to
give up their bodies and their life to a future
state. this is not the first time we’ve made our
medical establishment such a stepping-stone.
we’re doing the same thing with our prisons.
that’s the current plan: massive state-run
facilities to imprison millions of americans,
creating a “better” society by doing away with
prisons altogether. but how long before we’ll be
talking about building bigger and better ones, on
a vastly expanded scale? how long before we’ll
be manufacturing pill pushers to do the work?
after all, medicine is a booming business, and
most of the profits go to the drug companies.
what would happen to our medical care if the
pharmaceutical industry were suddenly
abolished? what would that do to the current
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plan for medical care under the patient
protection and affordable care act? the
government would simply be doing to medical
care what it’s been doing to prisons. even the
“reform” part of the affordable care act
(obamacare) goes far beyond “fixing” the
existing medical care system.
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